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ABSTRACT: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a critical public
health concern and major contributor to death and long-term
disability. After the initial trauma, a sustained secondary injury
involving a complex continuum of pathophysiology unfolds,
ultimately leading to the destruction of nervous tissue. One
disease hallmark of TBI is ectopic protease activity, which can
mediate cell death, extracellular matrix breakdown, and
inflammation. We previously engineered a fluorogenic activ-
ity-based nanosensor for TBI (TBI-ABN) that passively
accumulates in the injured brain across the disrupted vasculature and generates fluorescent signal in response to calpain-1
cleavage, thus enabling in situ visualization of TBI-associated calpain-1 protease activity. In this work, we hypothesized that
actively targeting the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the injured brain would improve nanosensor accumulation in the injured
brain beyond passive delivery alone and lead to increased nanosensor activation. We evaluated several peptides that bind
exposed/enriched ECM constituents in the brain and discovered that nanomaterials modified with peptides that target
hyaluronic acid (HA) displayed widespread distribution across the injury lesion, in particular colocalizing with perilesional
and hippocampal neurons. Modifying TBI-ABN with HA-targeting peptide led to increases in activation in a ligand-valency-
dependent manner, up to 6.6-fold in the injured cortex compared to a nontargeted nanosensor. This robust nanosensor
activation enabled 3D visualization of injury-specific protease activity in a cleared and intact brain. In our work, we establish
that targeting brain ECM with peptide ligands can be leveraged to improve the distribution and function of a bioresponsive
imaging nanomaterial.
KEYWORDS: hyaluronic acid, controlled cortical impact, calpain-1, peptides, protease activity, light sheet microscopy, CUBIC

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) affects over 1.5 million
Americans per year, and an estimated 3.17 million
patients live with chronic neurodisability due to

TBI.1,2 After the primary injury, a progressive secondary injury
unfolds within the brain over the course of hours to months
caused by a complex continuum of pathophysiology charac-
terized by hallmarks such as neuronal apoptosis, excitotoxicity,
inflammation, and blood−brain barrier (BBB) dysfunction.3

One signature of secondary injury pathophysiology is ectopic
protease activity. For instance, the calcium-dependent cysteine
protease calpain-1 cleaves cytoskeletal proteins and contributes
to apoptotic and necrotic cell death,4 and its activity is
correlated with worsened TBI outcome.5−7 Protease activity
measurements have the potential to improve the understanding
of TBI disease biology and can serve as clinical biomarkers for
disease progression,8,9 but there are few approaches to measure
protease activity in the living brain. In order to measure TBI-

associated calpain-1 activity, we previously engineered a
fluorogenic activity-based nanosensor for TBI (TBI-ABN)
comprised of a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-
based peptide substrate of calpain-1 conjugated to a polymeric
nanomaterial scaffold.10 When administered intravenously in a
TBI mouse model, we demonstrated that TBI-ABN could
accumulate in the injured brain tissue and activate in the
context of injury. To sample ectopic protease activity in the
injured tissue, this technology relied on size-dependent
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accumulation in brain tissue via transient BBB permeability, a
hallmark of TBI pathophysiology. This passive accumulation of
nanomaterials localized to diseased tissue has been called an
“enhanced permeation and retention” (EPR)-like effect,11,12

and a similar phenomenon is described in other diseases such
as cancer,13,14 arthritis,15 and myocardial infarction.16,17

However, in TBI, reliance on passive targeting alone is
generally limited because unlike chronic conditions such as
cancer and arthritis, BBB disruption after TBI is transient,
restricting the time window for nanomaterial delivery to hours
after injury.11,18 Furthermore, increased intracranial pressure
from ischemia-associated edema creates a pressure gradient
that likely limits nanomaterial diffusion across the extracellular
space (ECS).19 Thus, strategies to control the tissue-level
distribution of activity-based nanosensors beyond passive
targeting have the potential to increase protease-specific signal
generation and therefore increase the sensitivity of nano-
sensors, as was previously demonstrated when the addition of
tumor-targeting ligands to an MMP-9-sensitive ABN enabled
ultrasensitive detection of low tumor burdens in a urinary
readout.20

As a complementary approach in addition to passive
delivery, active targeting via peptide or protein affinity ligands
(e.g., transferrin,21,22 HER2 antibodies,23,24 RVG,18,25 Lyp-
1)26,27 can improve the transport and/or tissue-level
distribution of payloads. The extracellular matrix (ECM)
represents an attractive biological target for nanomaterials due
to its abundance and high density of binding moieties28 and
therefore has the potential to act as a binding reservoir for
exogenously delivered nanomaterials. Active targeting to ECM
has been successfully applied to nanoparticle and protein
therapeutics within the contexts of cancer29−32 and arthritis-
associated inflammation.33,34 The dysregulated vasculature
associated with cancer and inflammation exposes tissue ECM
to materials in systemic circulation. In addition, aberrantly
deposited ECM constituents can serve as disease-specific “neo-
antigens” to improve distribution and efficacy of therapeutics.
For example, the fusion of a collagen binding domain to
chemokine CCL4 increased the accumulation of systemically
administered CCL4 within collagen-rich tumors, leading to an
enhancement of intratumor infiltration of immune cells when
used in combination with checkpoint inhibitor immunother-
apy.32 In the brain, tissue is largely inaccessible to systemically
administered synthetic nanomaterials under physiological
conditions due to the selective and tightly regulated BBB.
After TBI, transient BBB disruption initiated by the injury
enables access to the brain parenchyma,10,11,18,35 including the
ECM. In addition, the composition of ECM in the brain is
distinct from that of peripheral organs: The brain is enriched
with hyaluronic acid (HA) and sulfate proteoglycans, while
fibrillar collagens and elastin are less represented.36,37 This
composition is furthermore changed in disease, with tenascins,
laminin, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, and heparin sulfate
proteoglycans focally upregulated in the TBI lesion.36,37 Local

levels of HA are also perturbed due to changes in HA
metabolism; hyaluronidases can degrade HA into bioactive
fragments,36,38 and expression of hyaluronic acid synthases are
increased after experimental brain injury.38 In addition to the
tissue ECM present in the brain parenchyma, vascular injury
leads to fibrin deposition during natural clotting and transient
exposure of collagen IV in the basement membrane.36 Each of
these brain ECM components are potential targets for
nanomaterials in the context of TBI. The approach of targeting
the ECM after brain injury is highlighted by the recent
identification of TBI-specific peptides via in vivo phage
display.39 This unbiased screening approach against whole
brain tissue after TBI identified a peptide, CAQK, whose
receptors were discovered to be upregulated tenascin and
versican proteoglycans in the ECM. CAQK modification
enhanced the accumulation, acute retention, and activity of
nanomaterials carrying siRNA payloads in a penetrating brain
injury model.39 Beyond this demonstration, active targeting to
the ECM after TBI has been largely unexplored.
In this manuscript, we hypothesized that actively targeting

nanomaterials to the brain ECM can increase the bioavail-
ability and therefore activity of a diagnostic payload after
systemic delivery in a TBI mouse model. We first performed an
in vivo evaluation of nanomaterials modified with a selection of
peptides that target major brain ECM constituents: proteo-
glycans, collagen IV, fibrin, and HA. In a controlled cortical
impact (CCI) model of TBI in mice, nanomaterials modified
with peptides that targeted HA led to widespread distribution
across cortical and hippocampal perilesional tissue after
intravenous administration, and tissue localization was distinct
from nanomaterials modified with peptides that targeted other
ECM components. To determine whether this ECM-targeting-
mediated change in tissue distribution could be harnessed into
a functional outcome, we added HA-targeting to TBI-ABN, a
nanosensor that activates in response to calpain-1 protease
activity. We modified TBI-ABNs with HA-targeting peptide at
various levels of substitutions, quantified calpain-1 nanosensor
activation in injured brain tissue, and observed that targeting
could increase activation up to 6.6-fold over that of a
nontargeted nanosensor, which suggests that increasing
nanomaterial avidity to the ECM translates into enhanced
nanosensor sensitivity. At the tissue level, we observed that the
activation of HA-targeting TBI-ABN throughout the perile-
sional brain tissue colocalized with both neuronal and
endothelial cell populations. Finally, light sheet imaging of
TBI-ABN in cleared brain revealed nanosensor activation in
proximity to the impact lesion in both the hippocampus and
cortex. In summary, we establish that targeting an activity-
based nanosensor to the brain ECM can significantly increase
signal generation when applied to an animal model of TBI after
systemic administration, enabling tissue-level visualization of
aberrant calpain-1 protease activity in the injured brain.

Table 1. Brain ECM Targeting Peptides and Their Properties

peptide name ECM target peptide sequence pIa GRAVYb

PGpep proteoglycans CAQK39 9.13 −0.78
CIVpep collagen IV KLWVLPK40 10.69 0.21
FIBpep fibrin CREKA41 9.12 −1.52
HApep hyaluronic acid STMMSRSHKTRSHHV42 12.13 −1.27

apI = isoelectric point. bGRAVY = grand average of hydropathy.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Nanomaterials Targeted to Hyaluronic Acid Have
Widespread Distribution in the Injured Brain. In order to
generate nanomaterials that interact with the brain ECM after
intravenous delivery, we first identified peptide ligands from
literature that bind to ECM constituents that are either
exposed or enriched in the injured brain.36 The selected ECM
targets and ligand sequences were proteoglycans (CAQK),39

collagen IV (KLWVLPK),40 fibrin (CREKA),41 and hyaluronic
acid (STMMSRSHKTRSHHV).42,43 Throughout the manu-
script, these ECM-targeting peptides are referred to as PGpep,
CIVpep, FIBpep, and HApep, respectively. These peptides are
low-molecular-weight, linear sequences with comparable
physicochemical properties (Table 1). In previous work, we
have established that the physiochemical properties of peptides
influence nanoparticle pharmacokinetics in a mouse model of
TBI.44 Our nanomaterial scaffold was a 40 kDa 8-arm
polyethylene glycol (PEG) which was selected for several
reasons. First, each arm can participate in chemical
conjugation, thus allowing for multivalent ligand presentation.
Second, we previously established that its ∼10 nm hydro-
dynamic diameter facilitates accumulation in the injured brain
after intravenous administration10 since it is larger than the
∼5.5 nm renal filtration limit which prevents rapid kidney
excretion,45 yet smaller than the pores in the ECS which allows

for diffusion into brain tissue.19,46 Third, PEG is a component
used to extend in vivo circulation half-life in multiple FDA-
approved formulations.47 The ECM-targeting peptides were
synthesized with the fluorescent molecule fluorescein (FAM)
for quantification and a cysteine for reaction with maleimides
on the 8-arm PEG. The PEG scaffold was reacted with 1 mol
equiv of fluorescent molecule VivoTag S-750 (VivoTag 750),
and the remaining moieties were fully reacted with ECM-
targeting peptides. The FAM on the peptide was utilized for
quantitative biodistribution and histology and VivoTag 750 on
the PEG scaffold was utilized for near-infrared surface imaging
of organs. A nontargeted nanomaterial control was synthesized
by modifying PEG with cysteine (Cys) instead of ECM-
targeting peptide. In addition, the linear form of the well-
studied peptide RGD48 was included as a control due to the
known elevation of integrin expression in inflammation.49−51

We evaluated the biodistribution of nanomaterials modified
with each ECM-targeting peptide after intravenous delivery in
a CCI mouse model of TBI (Figure 1A). CCI is a well-
established model of TBI that has reproducible molecular
phenotypes,52 including elevation of calpain-1 activity.10,53

Injuries were created by performing a 5 mm craniotomy over
the right hemisphere of the brain and impacting the exposed
dura with an electromagnetically driven probe 2 mm in
diameter at a speed of 3 m/s and depth of 2 mm. ECM-

Figure 1. Nanomaterial modification with HA-targeting peptide leads to widespread distribution in the injured brain after systemic
administration. (A) Schematic of ECM-targeting nanomaterials and overview of experimental design. At 6 hours post-CCI, ECM-targeting
nanomaterials were intravenously administered. After 1 h, organs were harvested for analysis of nanomaterial biodistribution and histology.
(B) Surface imaging of VivoTag 750 from major organs of one representative mouse per nanomaterial (n = 3, white line indicates outline of
organ). (C) Bulk quantification of percent injected dose of nanomaterial per gram of tissue (% ID/g) based on FAM fluorescence (n = 3,
mean ± SEM; ****, p ≤ 0.0001, two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons post hoc test within each organ group). (D)
Representative images of the injured cortex in coronal brain slices (n = 3; blue, nuclei; green, FAM-labeled ECM-targeting peptide on
nanomaterial; scale bar = 500 μm).
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targeting peptide-modified PEG nanomaterial (25 nmoles of
peptide per injection based on FAM absorbance, correspond-
ing to a dosage range of 1136−1389 nmol/kg) was injected
intravenously at 6 h post-CCI. Mice were perfused, and the
organs were harvested at 1 h postinjection, an experimental
timeline established by previous work.39 Surface imaging of the
VivoTag 750 label in intact organs shows that nanomaterial
accumulation in the brain was localized to the injured brain
hemisphere (Figure 1B). This accumulation of intravenously
delivered nanomaterials into the injured hemisphere due to
local, transient permeability of the dysregulated BBB is
consistent with previous work from our group10,18,44 and
others.11,12 Nanomaterials modified with CIVpep had high
liver accumulation over all other materials. One potential
hypothesis for this observation is the abundance of collagens I,
III, IV, and V in the basement membrane of the liver.54 We
also observed significant nanomaterial accumulation in the
kidneys, in particular for FIBpep- and PGpep-modified
nanomaterials.
While surface imaging gives spatial distribution within an

organ, it is limited by imaging depth, and we therefore
performed a bulk analysis of homogenized organs to quantify
nanomaterial accumulation. Bulk quantitative biodistribution
analysis was based on fluorescence signal from the FAM label
on the peptide which was used to calculate the percent injected
dose per gram tissue (%ID/g tissue) from a standard of known
peptide concentrations. We observed that bulk quantitative

analysis was largely consistent with surface imaging (Figure
1C). CIVpep-modified nanomaterials significantly accumulated
in the liver over all nanomaterials modified with other ECM
peptides (between 8.9- and 24.8-fold). Moreover, nanomateri-
als modified with PGpep and FIBpep had the highest overall
kidney accumulation, followed by RGD. The ECM-targeting
peptides did not appear to have significant impacts on total
accumulation in the injured brain (%ID/g between 0.80 and
1.68), consistent with previous observations that targeting has
modest effects on total tissue accumulation.21,22,24,26 Consid-
ering that the targeting peptides we investigated bind to the
ECM, we posit that nanomaterials must first encounter the
ECM through passive targeting; therefore, ECM-targeting
peptides would be unlikely to contribute to changes in total
brain accumulation. This is further corroborated by similar
blood half-lives measured for each ECM-targeting nanoma-
terial (Figure S1); previous work has established that passive
accumulation after systemic administration correlates with
blood half-life due to a maintenance of a concentration
gradient of nanomaterials between the blood and target
tissue.55

To investigate the spatial distribution of nanomaterials in the
injured brain at greater depth and resolution than could be
achieved with surface imaging, we completed a qualitative
comparison of nanomaterial distribution in brain sections
following immunostaining with an anti-FAM antibody (Figure
1D, Table S1). We observed a marked increase in the

Figure 2. HA-targeting nanomaterial distributes across perilesional brain tissue in CCI-injured brains. (A) Coronal brain sections from mice
i.v.-administered HApep-modified nanomaterial at 6 h post-CCI after 1 h of circulation (blue, nuclei; green, HApep on nanomaterial; scale
bar = 500 μm). (B) HApep-modified nanomaterial in the injured cortex stained for neurons (NeuN, red; scale bar = 500 μm). Insets show (i)
perilesional cortex and (ii) hippocampus (scale bar = 100 μm). (C) Injured cortex labeled with biotinylated hyaluronic acid binding protein
(bHABP, magenta; scale bar = 500 μm). Insets show (i) perilesional cortex and (ii) hippocampus (scale bar = 50 μm). Arrows note instances
of nanomaterial colocalization with HABP staining.
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distribution of HApep-modified nanomaterials in the injured
area of the brain compared to the other peptide-modified
nanomaterials. This observation was consistent across triplicate
brains (Figure S2). To verify that the FAM-immunostaining
was specific, we used an alternate anti-FAM antibody and
observed the same outcome (Figure S3). The nontargeted
nanomaterial served as a negative control for nonspecific
staining since no FAM was present on that nanomaterial. The
widespread distribution of HApep-modified nanomaterial in
the tissue proximal to the injury was observed despite the lack
of appreciable differences measured in bulk analysis of FAM
signal. This may be due to the reduced sensitivity of
measurement in the bulk analysis since antibody staining was
used to image nanomaterial in brain sections. In addition,
analysis of brain sections revealed that nanomaterial was largely
restricted to the cortical and hippocampal tissue in close
proximity to the injury, whereas in bulk quantification the
whole hemisphere was homogenized potentially diluting total
nanomaterial signal. Our results were also consistent with
previous studies that establish active targeting has greater
impacts on intratissue distribution of nanoparticles over bulk
accumulation.22

HA-Targeted Nanomaterial Accumulates within In-
jured Brain Tissue and Colocalizes with Hippocampal
and Cortical Neurons. Having demonstrated that nanoma-
terials modified with peptides that target HA have improved
distribution within the injured brain over that of peptides that
target other ECM components, we sought to further
characterize the tissue-level distribution of this nanomaterial.
We stained and imaged both the uninjured contralateral and
injured ipsilateral hemispheres in coronal brain sections and
observed that nanomaterial localization is specific to the
injured hemisphere with minimal signal in the uninjured
hemisphere (Figure 2A), consistent with our previous
observation (Figure 1B). Nanomaterial accumulation coin-
cided with areas of tissue trauma in the right hemisphere,
where the CCI was applied. Within the injury, there was
significant nanomaterial signal in the perilesional cortical and
hippocampal regions.
Next, to identify nanomaterial localization around brain cells

of interest, we performed immunostaining for neurons, a major
source of calpain-156,57 and the cellular target for neuro-
protective therapeutics.58 HApep-modified nanomaterial was
found to colocalize with subsets of both cortical and
hippocampal neurons (Figure 2B). In the perilesional cortex
(Figure 2B-i), nanomaterial localized to neurons adjacent to
tissue trauma, and similarly, nanomaterial localized to neurons
in the hippocampal region (Figure 2B-ii).
We next compared the localization of our HA-targeting

nanomaterial to the spatial distribution of endogenous HA. A
biotinylated hyaluronic acid binding protein (bHABP) was
used to visualize native HA, as described previously.59−62

Consistent with the published literature,60−62 regions with
HABP binding were enriched in the hippocampus and cerebral
cortex (Figure 2C). The staining of bHABP in both the cortex
(Figure 2C-i) and hippocampus (Figure 2C-ii) was mainly
diffuse, although enrichment was observed around the cell
bodies of hippocampal neurons and select neurons in the
cortex. This observation is consistent with literature, as HA is a
known component of perineuronal nets (PNNs) that surround
neuronal cell bodies.60 In some instances, our HA-targeting
nanomaterial colocalized with cells with HABP perineuronal
staining in both the cortex and hippocampus (Figure 2C-i,ii,

arrows). Differences observed between the distribution of
HABP staining of brain slices and systemic administration of
HApep-modified nanomaterial are likely due to limited access
of intravenously administered nanomaterial across the
damaged vasculature and extracellular space.19,46 Additionally,
there are likely differences between the specificity of HABP
and the short peptide ligand HApep since the modes of
discovery and composition are divergent.42,59

Targeting HA Enhances the In Vivo Sensitivity of an
Activity-Based Nanosensor for TBI (TBI-ABN). We
previously developed an activity based nanosensor for TBI
(TBI-ABN) for detection of calpain-1 protease activity in a
mouse model of TBI.10 The TBI-ABN consists of a FRET pair
(fluorophore: Cy5, quencher: QSY21) separated by the
calpain-1-cleavable peptide sequence QEVYGAMP, which is
derived from a native calpain-1 substrate, αII-spectrin,63

attached to the 40 kDa 8-arm PEG, the same polymeric
scaffold that we used to evaluate brain ECM-targeting peptides
(Figure 1). When active calpain-1 protease is present, the
FRET substrate on TBI-ABN is cleaved, leading to
dequenching of Cy5 fluorescence. We previously demonstrated
that TBI-ABN could passively accumulate in the injured brain
and generate fluorescent signal in response to locally activated
calpain-1 after systemic administration in CCI-injured mice.10

As a demonstration that spatial localization in the TBI
microenvironment can increase the activity of nanomaterials,
we proposed that the addition of active targeting ligands would
improve signal generation from TBI-ABN. We previously
established that the addition of tumor targeting increased the
sensitivity of an activity-based protease nanosensor for cancer
via in silico and experimental analyses.20 In the context of TBI,
we hypothesized that the incorporation of HA targeting in our
TBI-ABN design would increase nanosensor activation since
HA-targeting nanomaterial colocalized within perilesional
cortical and hippocampal neurons (Figure 2), and neurons
are a major cellular source of calpain-1.56,57

We synthesized TBI-ABNs with varying degrees of HA
targeting in order to investigate the relationship between ligand
valency and TBI-ABN activation in vivo. This was motivated by
the phenomenon that multivalent molecular interactions
confer enhanced overall binding strength (i.e., avidity) and
increase the likelihood for binding events to occur.64 Previous
studies have established the importance of tuning binding
avidity for nanomaterial targeting; for example, increasing
densities of transferrin targeting ligand on gold nanoparticles
led to an increase in nanoparticle localization in tumor cells,
although a higher ligand density also increased the off-target
uptake by hepatocytes.22 In order to create TBI-ABNs with a
matched amount of calpain-1 FRET substrate peptide and
varying levels of targeting for comparison studies, a 1:1
stoichiometry of calpain FRET substrate and the 8-arm PEG
was reacted and split into three parts, and HApep was added at
stoichiometric ratios of 0, 4, and 7 to yield non-, moderate-,
and high-targeting TBI-ABNs respectively (Figure 3A).
Absorbance measurements verified that stoichiometric ratios
of HApep to calpain FRET peptide on the TBI-ABN were 0,
∼3.2, ∼8.5 for non-, moderate-, and high-targeting TBI-ABNs
respectively (Table S2). In order to verify that HApep
modification of TBI-ABN did not significantly impact
nanosensor performance, non-, moderate-, and high-targeting
TBI-ABNs were incubated with human calpain-1 enzyme at
various concentrations to construct Michaelis−Menten
kinetics curves. Maximum cleavage velocities for non-,
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moderate-, and high-targeting TBI-ABNs were 120.0, 73.72,
and 76.13 RFU/min, respectively, indicating that the
incorporation of HApep moderately decreased calpain-1
cleavage kinetics of TBI-ABN (Figure 3B). A similar decrease
in cleavage kinetics was observed when nontargeted TBI-ABNs
were mixed with unconjugated HApep in molar ratios
matching those of the moderate- and high-targeting TBI-
ABNs, indicating that the presence of HApep independent of

conjugation led to modest decreases in calpain-1 cleavage
kinetics (Figure S4).
Next, we quantified TBI-ABN activation after intravenous

administration in a mouse model of TBI. Non-, moderate-, and
high-targeting nanosensors were administered via tail vein at
matched calpain-1 FRET substrate concentrations 3 h after
CCI, a time point when calpain-1 activation was measured to
be locally increased in injured brain tissue.10 One hour after
nanosensor administration, fresh perilesional tissue and
corresponding uninjured tissue from the contralateral hemi-
sphere were collected and homogenized for bulk fluorescence
analysis of dequenched FRET substrate from the TBI-ABN.
Consistent with our previous observations, nanosensor
activation was significantly greater in homogenate isolated
from the injured hemisphere over the uninjured contralateral
hemisphere by 6.2-, 8.1-, and 12.5-fold for non-, moderate-,
and high-targeting TBI-ABNs, respectively (Figure 3C).
Comparing signal generation in the injured hemisphere across
degrees of targeting, moderate and high targeting increased the
levels of activated nanosensor signal by approximately 2.8- and
6.6-fold, respectively, over the nontargeted control. This
increase in signal generation was observed despite the
moderately decreased cleavage kinetics of HApep-modified
TBI-ABNs measured in vitro with human calpain-1 enzyme
(Figure 3B). Furthermore, the Cy5 signal from activated
nanosensor was greater than vehicle control and consistent
across triplicate mice within each group (Figure S5). These
results demonstrate that targeting TBI-ABN to the ECM
increases activation within the injured brain in a valency-
dependent manner. Although the high-targeting TBI-ABNs
resulted in the highest overall signal in the brain, we also
observed a concomitant increase in sensor activation in off-
target organs compared to moderate- and nontargeted TBI-
ABNs (Figure S6), suggesting that a moderate level of
targeting may be desirable to achieve higher specificity of
brain-to-off-target organ signal generation.

Targeting Hyaluronic Acid Enables Widespread TBI-
ABN Activation in Injured Brain Tissue. Having estab-
lished that HApep modification of TBI-ABNs leads to an
increase in bulk nanosensor activation in homogenized tissue
lysate, we then set out to establish spatial activation of TBI-
ABN in the injured brain tissue. The same experimental
paradigm was repeated in triplicate, and coronal brain sections
were imaged for activated nanosensor via dequenched Cy5
signal and nanosensor localization via the FAM label on
HApep. We observed distinct nanosensor activation in all three
HApep modification levels (non-, moderate-, and high-
targeting) compared to the vehicle control (Figure 4),
consistent with previous work.10 In mice administered TBI-
ABN with moderate or high HApep valency, there was an
observable increase in both nanosensor distribution within the
injured cortex and nanosensor activation. The nanosensor
tissue distribution resembled that of HApep nanomaterial
(Figure 2) with accumulation in both the perilesional cortex
and hippocampus, indicating the FRET substrate did not have
a large impact on distribution, as expected with the low
stoichiometry modification (Figure 4). The pattern of
nanosensor activation in the perilesional cortex and hippo-
campus were consistent across triplicate brains within each
group, although one brain with high-targeting had significantly
increased signal generation compared to replicates in the same
group (Figure S7). We note that the pattern of nanosensor
distribution was distinct from the pattern of nanosensor

Figure 3. Hyaluronic acid targeting improves nanosensor signal
generation in a CCI mouse model of TBI. (A) Schematic of
HApep-modified nanosensors with no, moderate, and high
targeting. (B) Michaelis−Menten cleavage kinetics of nanosensors
incubated with human calpain-1 (n = 3, mean ± SD). (C)
Activated nanosensor signal measured in cortical brain tissue
lysate collected from the contralateral and injured hemispheres (n
= 3, mean ± SEM; ***, p ≤ 0.001, two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s
multiple comparisons post hoc test compared to nontargeted
groups).
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activation, indicating some level of specificity of nanosensor
activation. Overall, the brain sections reflected quantitative
measurements made in bulk homogenates (Figure 3) and
further supported our conclusion that incorporation of HA-
targeting ligands increased nanosensor activation in the brain
compared to nontargeted control. Since the high-targeting
TBI-ABN yielded the maximal fold increase of nanosensor
activation in the brain, subsequent studies were performed
with this nanomaterial.
Next, we investigated the distribution of activated TBI-ABN

within the brain’s cellular milieu because understanding the
cellular localization of proteolytic activity could offer insight
into TBI pathophysiology. Neurons are a major source of
calpain-1 in the brain,56,57 and we have established that HA-
targeting nanomaterial predominantly accumulates within
cortical and hippocampal neurons proximal to the injury
(Figure 2). Furthermore, endothelial cells can also contribute
to abnormal calpain activation,65,66 and we expected nano-
sensor to have access to endothelial cells due to the vascular
administration route.10 We therefore investigated the activa-
tion of HA-targeting TBI-ABN in the context of neuronal and
endothelial cell staining (Figure 5). In the perilesional cortex
(Figure 5A), activated nanosensor signal colocalized with
NeuN+ neurons and CD31+ endothelial cells. In the hippo-
campus (Figure 5B), activated nanosensor colocalized mainly
with neurons, consistent with HA-targeting nanomaterial
accumulation. Importantly, activation of nanosensor was
distinct from the presence of nanosensor imaged by the
FAM label on HApep in both NeuN+ neurons and CD31+

endothelial cells. Interestingly, the pattern of TBI-ABN

activation in perilesional hippocampal and cortical neurons
that we observed in our study was in accordance with the
pattern of neurodegeneration observed in previous studies that
stained for degenerating neurons up to ∼1 week after
injury.53,67

The robust activation of HA-targeting TBI-ABN enabled the
capture of macroscopic 3D spatial heterogeneity of protease
activation across the TBI lesion in intact brains. We performed
whole brain tissue clearing after TBI-ABN administration in
CCI-injured mice with Clear, Unobstructed Brain/Body
Imaging Cocktails and Computational analysis (CUBIC),68

which enabled removal of light-scattering components while
matching the brain refraction index to the imaging media
(Figures 6A and S8). Cleared brains were imaged with light
sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) for TBI-ABN local-
ization and activation (Figure 6B,C). The imaged volume was
a 9.7 × 4.5 × 3.3 mm3 rectangular prism that encompassed the
injured and contralateral cortices. A 3D rendering was
generated of both TBI-ABN localization and activation based
on the fluorescence of FAM on HApep and Cy5 on the
dequenched FRET substrate, respectively (Figure 6B, Video
S1). Robust nanosensor activation was observed in the
perilesional cortex in all directions from the injury lesion,
approximately 2 mm away from the injury epicenter, and in the
hippocampal formation directly below the injury. A cylindrical
pattern of nanosensor activation around the impact epicenter
was observed, as demonstrated by horizontal cross sections at
three optical sectioning depths (Figure S9). Furthermore,
cross-sectional views of the injury (Figure 6C), generated using
sagittal, horizontal, and coronal clipping planes (Figure S10),

Figure 4. Hyaluronic acid peptide targeting increases overall TBI-ABN activation and distribution within coronal sections of the injured
hemisphere. Injured hemispheres from CCI-injured mice (representative brains from triplicate) after intravenous administration of vehicle
or nanosensors with non-, moderate-, or high-targeting modification (blue, nuclei; magenta, activated nanosensor; green, HApep on
nanosensor; scale bar = 500 μm).
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demonstrated that robust sensor activation was confined to the
area proximal to the injury with minimal nanosensor activation

detected in the contralateral hemisphere. Our 3D imaging
corroborated the injury-specific activation observed in 2D

Figure 5. HA-targeting nanosensor activates within neuronal and endothelial cells in the perilesional cortex and hippocampus. (A)
Perilesional cortex and (B) hippocampus imaged for nanosensor distribution and activated nanosensor (box in schematic indicates imaging
location). Immunostaining was performed for HApep (green, FAM), neurons (yellow, NeuN), and endothelial cells (cyan, CD31) (blue,
nuclei; magenta, activated nanosensor; scale bar = 200 μm for larger images and 25 μm for insets). Colocalization of nanosensor activation
with neurons or endothelial cells is denoted with arrows or stars, respectively.

Figure 6. Light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) of cleared tissues enables 3D reconstruction of nanosensor activation within the
injured brain. (A) Image of injured brain before and after whole brain CUBIC clearing. (B) 3D rendered view. (C) Sagittal, horizontal, and
coronal cross sections (magenta, activated nanosensor; green, HApep on nanosensor; scale bar = 1 mm; Contra. = contralateral
hemisphere). See Video S1 and Figure S10 for the clipping planes used to generate the cross sections.
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imaging from brain sections (Figures 4 and 5). Overall,
volumetric optical sectioning of cleared brains enabled spatial
visualization of activated nanosensor, showing the extent of
calpain-1 protease activity in relation to the injury.

CONCLUSIONS
Aberrant protease activity is linked to a worsening of TBI
pathophysiology and prognosis5−7 and tools to measure
protease activity in the injured brain would allow for greater
understanding of TBI progression. In this manuscript, the
addition of HA-targeting peptides to a previously developed
activity-based nanosensor for TBI10 led to a robust signal that
enabled visualization of protease activity in an intact brain. The
HA-targeting peptide,42 which is reported to have a
dissociation constant between ∼0.1−10 μM depending on
HA length,42,43 was selected following an in vivo screen of
ECM-binding peptides. We observed that the addition of HA-
targeting peptide increased TBI-ABN activation in a valency-
dependent manner, consistent with observations that avidity
strengthens with increasing peptide valency.64 Beyond nano-
sensors, our results provide impetus to apply ECM targeting as
a generalizable strategy to improve nanomaterial distribution
and function within the injured brain after systemic
administration.
Activity-based nanosensors are useful tools to probe

protease activity in various disease states and can thus serve
as imaging tools or biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis.8,9

We have shown that active targeting to brain ECM is a viable
method to improve bioavailability of our nanosensor in the
brain post-TBI and thus increase both protease-dependent
signal generation and sensitivity. Beyond improvements in
sensitivity, the TBI-ABN design can incorporate the measure-
ment of multiple proteases to further specify TBI-associated
protease activity. Multiplexed detection of several disease-
specific proteases has enhanced diagnostic specificity of urinary
nanoreporters for lung69 and prostate cancer.70 In TBI, MMP-
9 is a possible candidate for multiplexing as MMP-9 levels are
elevated in patients post-TBI, and MMP-9 is implicated in
BBB permeability.71 Tethering substrates for multiple
proteases onto a single nanomaterial scaffold and visualization
in 3D would allow for the study of spatial activation of
proteases in relation to each other; for example, calpain-1 has
been shown to activate MMP-9 in TBI72 and stroke.73 In the
future, the TBI-ABN platform could be redesigned for in vivo
measurements with quenchable quantum dots74 and tissue-
penetrating near-infrared optical imaging through cranial
windows, or with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles75

and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Furthermore, HA-
targeting has the potential to be applied to a greater range of
nanomaterials, including therapeutic nanomaterials. Our
observation that HA-targeting nanomaterial colocalized with
hippocampal and perilesional neurons provides motivation for
its use in the delivery of neuroprotective agents, since neuronal
apoptosis is a hallmark of secondary injury and hippocampal
neurodegeneration is associated with memory deficits after
TBI.76

METHODS
Synthesis of ECM-Targeted and TBI-ABN Poly(ethylene

glycol) (PEG) Conjugates. The following targeting peptides were
synthesized by Lifetein (Somerset, NJ): PGpep (X(FAM)-CAQK),
CIVpep (KLWVLPKGG-K(FAM)-GGC), FIBpep (X(FAM)-
CREKA), HApep (X(FAM)-CSTMMSRSHKTRSHHV), and RGD

(X(FAM)-CRGD). Calpain substrate FRET peptide (QSY21-
QEVYGAMP-K(Cy5)-PEG2-GC-NH2) was synthesized by CPC
Scientific, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA). X stands for 6-aminocaproic acid,
and PEG2 stands for poly(ethylene glycol). The 40 kDa 8-arm PEG
maleimide (tripentaerythritol) was purchased from Jenkem Technol-
ogy (Beijing, China). For ECM-targeting peptide screening, PEG
maleimide was batch-reacted with 1 mol of L-cysteine-functionalized
VivoTag S-750 (PerkinElmer, Boston, MA). The reaction was then
split to ensure matched VivoTag 750 modification for each conjugate
and reacted with 8.4 mol equiv of each ECM-targeting peptide
followed by quenching with an excess of L-cysteine. For HA-targeting
TBI-ABNs: The 8-arm PEG maleimide was batch reacted with 1 mol
equiv of calpain substrate FRET peptide, split, and reacted with 0 mol
equiv (nontargeting), 4 mol equiv (moderate-targeting), or 8.4 mol
equiv (high-targeting) of HApep in the presence of 50 mM
triethylamine (TEA), then quenched with an excess of L-cysteine.
All conjugates were dialyzed with water, and final concentrations were
determined by absorbance of VivoTag 750, FAM, or Cy5 using a
Spark multimode microplate reader (Tecan Trading AG, Switzer-
land).

Controlled Cortical Impact (CCI) TBI Mouse Model. All mouse
procedures were approved by the University of California San Diego’s
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). A total of
61 female C57BL/6J mice (8−13 weeks old, Jackson Laboratories)
weighing between 18 and 22 g were used for all in vivo studies.
Following anesthetization with 2.5% isoflurane, buprenorphine
analgesia was administered. A 5 mm craniotomy was performed
over the right hemisphere between bregma and lambda, and
controlled cortical impact was performed using the ImpactOne
(Leica Biosystems) with a 2 mm diameter stainless-steel probe at a
velocity of 3 m/s, depth of 2 mm, and dwell time of 300 ms. The
center of the injury impact was centered around −2.0 mm (±0.5 mm)
lateral from the midline and −2.0 mm (±0.5 mm) caudal from
bregma. Group sizes were n = 3 for each experiment unless noted,
based on a type I error rate of 5% and a power of 80% with an
anticipated effect size greater than 2 with a 50% variance.

Extracellular Matrix (ECM) Peptide In Vivo Screen. Six hours
after CCI, 25 nmol of ECM-targeting peptide-PEG nanomaterial
(quantified via FAM absorbance) in 150 μL of 5% dextrose was
intravenously administered via the tail vein. Nanomaterial doses were
administered to mice in a weight range of 18−22 g, corresponding to
a dosage range of 1136−1389 nmol/kg. Control cysteine mice
received a matching dose as quantified by VivoTag 750 absorbance.
Triplicate mice were obtained per ECM-targeting peptide. One hour
after injection, mice were transcardially perfused with USP saline
followed by 10% formalin. Surface fluorescence of organs (brain,
heart, lung, liver, spleen, and kidneys) was measured with an Odyssey
scanner (Li-Cor Biosciences) within 6 h of collection. For generation
of tissue for quantitative biodistribution of homogenized tissue,
triplicate mice were perfused with 10 mL of ice-cold PBS. For
quantification of nanomaterial blood half-life, 5−10 μL of blood was
collected into heparinized tubes (n = 3). VivoTag 750 signal was
detected on a Li-Cor scanner, and the %ID of nanomaterial in the
blood was calculated based on a standard of known concentrations
and estimated blood volume.

HA-Targeted TBI-ABN In Vivo Study. Three hours after CCI, 6
nmol (concentration based on substrate peptide) of non-, moderate-,
and high-targeting TBI-ABN in 150 μL of 5% dextrose was injected
intravenously via the tail vein. Nanomaterial doses were administered
to mice with a weight range of 18−22 g, corresponding to a dosage
range of 273−333 nmol/kg. Vehicle control received equivolume of
5% dextrose. Following a 1 h circulation time, mice were sacrificed by
transcardial perfusion of either USP saline followed by 10% formalin
(for histology) or 10 mL of ice-cold PBS (for whole-organ
homogenization). Each condition was repeated in triplicate for
histology. The study was independently repeated again in triplicate for
homogenization tissue generation. A third independent study was
performed for CUBIC tissue clearing in one mouse.

Quantitative Biodistribution of Homogenized Tissue. Organ
tissue was flash frozen at −80 °C and minced, and lysis buffer (6% w/
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v sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 150 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT), and 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA)) was added to achieve a concentration of 250 mg tissue/mL.
Tissue was further processed with a Tissue-Tearor with 4.5 mm probe
(Fisher) at medium-high speed for 20−30 s until lysate was
homogenized. Samples were heated at 90 °C for 10 min with
agitation at 800 rpm and vortexed to mix, and the homogenate was
analyzed for FAM fluorescence (ECM-targeting peptide screen) or
Cy5 fluorescence (TBI-ABN activation). The percent injected dose
per gram of tissue (% ID/g) was calculated based on a known
nanomaterial concentration standard.
Immunostaining of Brain Tissue Slices. Following transcardial

perfusion with 10% formalin, necropsied organs were further fixed in
10% formalin at 4 °C overnight. Organs were washed in PBS,
transferred to 30% w/v sucrose−PBS overnight, then frozen in OCT
(Tissue-Tek). Coronal tissue slices (10 μm thick) were obtained
within the 2 mm diameter injury region, then stained using
conventional protocols. See Table S1 for a list of antibodies and
staining reagents. Briefly, tissues were blocked for 1 h in 2% bovine
serum albumin, 5% serum of secondary antibody, and 0.1% Triton X-
100. For NeuN staining, blocking buffer included 2 μg/mL donkey
anti-mouse Fab. Primary antibody incubations were done in blocking
buffer overnight at 4 °C. Secondary antibodies were applied for 1 h at
room temperature, and the sample was washed in PBS and mounted
with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech). To probe for endogenous
hyaluronic acid, tissues were blocked for 1 h, incubated overnight with
bHABP, incubated for 1 h with streptavidin AF647 conjugate, washed,
and mounted. Images were collected on a Nikon Eclipse Ti2
microscope fitted with a Hamamatsu Orca-Flash 4.0 digital camera.
Activated TBI-ABN was visualized with imaging settings for Cy5.
Images for direct comparison were collected using the same exposure
and LED intensity settings.
In Vitro Reaction Kinetics Assay. The calpain-1 reaction kinetics

assay was run as previously described.10 Briefly, conjugates were
incubated with 26.6 nM human calpain-1 (Sigma-Aldrich, C6108) in
50 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N′-ethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES), 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 5 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM
β-mercaptoethanol. Fluorescence readings were taken every 90 s at 37
°C for 1 h. Reaction curves were normalized to controls, and their
initial velocities were fitted to a Michaelis−Menten curve in
GraphPad Prism (9.2.0).
CUBIC Tissue Clearing. Brains were cleared following a published

protocol (Clear, Unobstructed Brain/Body Imaging Cocktails and
Computational Analysis, or CUBIC).68 Following transcardial
perfusion with 10% formalin, the simple immersion protocol for
dissected whole brain tissue was followed without modifications.
Tissues were kept static in fresh reagent-2 at room temperature
between clearing and imaging, with no longer than 1−1.5 weeks
between the last day of clearing and imaging.
3D Light Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy (LSFM). LSFM was

accomplished using a Zeiss Lightsheet Z.1. The microscope was fitted
with a 2.5× objective, solid-state lasers (excitation wavelengths 488
nm for FAM and 640 nm for sensor), and a PCO.edge 16 bit sCMOS
camera for detection. The cleared brain was embedded in low-melt
2% agarose (ThermoFisher) then submerged in CUBIC reagent-2
overnight. The next day, magnetic staples were superglued to the
agarose-embedded tissue, and the sample was hung vertically in front
of the LSFM objective (2.5×) using a custom magnetic fixture. The
brain was slowly lowered into the imaging chamber filled with
reagent-2 for at least 20 min prior to image collection. A z-stack
(range of 3.258 mm with a 3 μm step size) was obtained. The 3D
area, encompassing the injured and contralateral hemispheres, was
approximately 9.7 mm (x-axis) by 4.5 mm (y-axis) by 3.3 mm (z-
axis). 3D images, clipping planes, and videos were generated in Arivis
Vision4D.
Software and Statistics. GraphPad Prism (9.2.0) was used to

perform statistics. All images were processed in ImageJ (1.53g).
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